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Abstract. High-speed railway intelligent monitoring and management system is composed of schedule integration, 

geographic information, location services, and data mining technology for integration of time and space data. Assistant 

localization is a significant submodule of the intelligent monitoring system. In practical application, the general access is 

to capture the image sequences of the components by using a high-definition camera, digital image processing technique 

and target detection, tracking and even behavior analysis method. In this paper, we present an end-to-end character 

recognition method based on a deep CNN network called YOLO-toc for high-speed railway pillar plate number. 

Different from other deep CNNs, YOLO-toc is an end-to-end multi-target detection framework, furthermore, it exhibits a 

state-of-art performance on real-time detection with a nearly 50fps achieved on GPU (GTX960). Finally, we realize a 

real-time but high-accuracy pillar plate number recognition system and integrate natural scene OCR into a dedicated 

classification YOLO-toc model.  

I. INTRODUCTION  

During the past twenty years, China High-speed Railway monitoring system has already accumulated massive 

amounts of monitoring data including whole data of catenary components. In catenary components, the underground 

base and pillar are fixed together in order to guarantee catenary stability. As shown in Fig.1, high-definition camera 

is installed to the train roof and it captures the pillar images from far to near. Each pillar refers to a unique point 

which can help promoting the train localization accuracy. Developed methods are not well up to standard 

requirement because of the limitation of special targets representation, calculation speed and even other actual 

application problems. Taking various factors into actual consideration, we choose deep CNN to achieve real-time 

multiple targets detection ultimately. The serial numbers of pillar plate along each railway line conform to an 

encoding rule that each number corresponds to a unique geographical location. The position of the railway pillar can 

be identified automatically through identifying serial number by text OCR methods [1-4], and then the algorithm 

confirms real-time location of the train along the railway, which will greatly help high-speed railway localization.  

The contributions of this paper are as follows: 1) our main contribution is a practical, real-time, high-precision, 

robustness, and an end-to-end natural scene recognition system adapting to the complex and changeable 

environment for high-speed railway intelligence management system. 2) Our second contribution is proposing a 

real-time high-speed railway positioning auxiliary methods, a deep convolution neural network for high-precision 

localization of pillar plate, and real-time pillar plate number recognition by using natural scene OCR method.  

II. REAL-TIME LOCALIZATION AUXILIARY METHOD  

The first stage is the high-speed railway pillar plate text spotting. Inspired by YOLO [10], we propose YOLO-

toc network predicting bounding boxes and associated class probabilities directly from global image. This model 

avoids the computational complexity of generating candidate boxes with exhaustive overmuch box filtration. The 



 

pillar plate labels are defined as  1 2, , , KT t t t , where K  is the number of plate classes. As show in Figure 1, the 

image is divided into 1 2S S  grids as the candidate bounding boxes. YOLO-toc is a much smaller and faster network 

designed for text OCR containing multiple convolution layers, pooling layers, full-connected layers. Two typical 

activation function is used in the CNNs. The linear activation function is applied for the final connected layer. The 

leaky rectified linear activation is defined as follow:  
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In our model, each grid cell predicts 2B   bounding boxes and corresponding object confidence scores C  and 

label probabilities P . Each bounding box consists of 5 predictions: , , ,x y w h  and confidence. The  ,x y  coordinates 

represent the center of the box relative to the bounds of the grid cell. The width and height  ,w h  are predicted 

relative to the whole image. The confidence scores reflect the degree of bounding box contains a target and label 

probabilities show the accuracy that the box is belong to which target. Formally the object confidence P is defined as 

the intersection over union (IOU) between the predicted box and the ground truth. The label probabilities P  

represented by a vector is similar with the classification problem in neural network. The final layer of our network is 

a long conventional vector which can be transformed into a  1 2 5S S B K     tensor of predictions.  

The sum-squared error is chosen to be the loss function for convenience. In order to remedy the equal weights 

for different grids, the loss from bounding box coordinate predictions is increased and the loss form confidence 

prediction for boxes that do not contain objects is accomplished this. Two different parameters 5coord   and 

0.5noobj   are set to accomplish this. Generally, one bounding box prediction is assigned to be responsible for 

predicting an object based on which prediction has the highest current IOU with the ground truth.  

During training we optimize the following, multi-part loss function:  
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Where 
obj

i
 denotes if object appears in cell i  and 

obj

ij  denotes that the j th bounding box predictor in cell i  is 

responsible for that prediction. The loss function only penalizes classification error if a target is present in that grid 

cell and bounding box coordinate error if that predictor is responsible for the ground truth box.  

 
FIGURE 1. Architecture of YOLO-toc network  

The second stage of our work is the pillar plate text recognition. The details of high-speed railway pillar plate 

text OCR are demonstrated in Figure 2. The procedure of OCR can be divided into three parts: preprocessing, 

character segmentation, and character recognition. Firstly, we have completed the grayscale image binarization in 

OCR part. Secondly, we segmented the whole word into several single characters. At last, the single character was 

recognized accurately through the lexicon look-up.  

 
FIGURE 2. Natural scene OCR procedure for high-speed railway pillar plate  



 

III. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS  

A. Experiment setup  

Comparative methods: In order to verify the performance of the YOLO-toc network, we demonstrate an 

evaluation of different methods for text spotting. We choose Template Match, DPM [5], and Faster R-CNN [6-9] 

methods as test benchmarks.  

Evaluation metric: To evaluate the performance of the proposed automatic pillar plate number recognition, we 

use the non-contact inspection system to capture the original images. In order to be consistent with the real world 

condition and to evaluate the performances of different approaches, the two situations (i.e. normal & darkness) are 

both taken into consideration during our experimental study.  

We use Precision and Recall as the metric for performance evaluation, which are defined as follows: 

  of correctly detected pillar plate
Precision

 number of detected pillar plate

the number

total
 ,   of correctly detected pillar plate

Recall
 number of pillar plate

the number

total
  

B. Result and analysis  
The experimental result is reported in Table.1 and Figure.3(a). YOLO-toc has good performance on the 

experimental dataset, it exhibits excellent accuracy and efficiency both on detection precision and calculation speed. 

It is quite obvious that the average accuracy of text detection based on YOLO-toc is much higher than other models, 

nearly reaching a precision of 95.5%. YOLO-toc model performs significantly better than DPM method on several 

classes. The text detection based on Faster R-CNN was eliminated because of its low framerate. According to the 

experiment result, we can draw a conclusion that the YOLO-toc network has a good performance on multiple 

experimental datasets with a nearly 45fps using a GPU (GTX960).  

TABLE 1. Text detection performance of different methods  

Method Precision (%) Recall (%) Framerate(fps) 

TM 54.6 56.8 0.25 

DPM 76.3 78.6 6.2 

Faster R-CNN 95.6 96.5 16.5 

YOLO-toc 95.5 96.2 45.5 

Pillar plate text consists of consecutive numbers according with a regular rule. We can get a real-time location 

of the running train once the pillar plate is recognized accurately along the railway line. Figure.3(b) displays 

comparison of the pillar plate OCR precision in different environments for different methods. The normal 

environment denotes the situation which original image sequences captured outside at day. The precision of pillar 

plate recognition in tunnel environment is nearly the same as in normal environment.  

After the first step done, we use natural scene OCR technique to recognize the pillar plate number. At the 

second step, binarization is performed with different methods for scene text. At the last step, a category called 

“double-detection” is developed to promote text recognition precision. We try the category for the purpose of 

optimizing text recognition precision. Pillar plate text consists of consecutive numbers according with a regular rule. 

We can get real-time location of a running train once the pillar plate number is recognized accurately along the 

railway line.  

 
FIGURE 3. (a) Pillar plate text detection result; (b) Comparison of text recognition in different situation 

The performance of our proposed framework for operational use is shown in Figure 4. Results on number 

recognition from the whole dataset show that our scheme can achieve excellent performance combined with OCR 



 

method. Besides, natural scene OCR is error-prone in a larger percentage than conventional OCR and a post-

processing correction solution is necessary. We plan to start the precision refinement based on prior knowledge in 

the future work.  

 
FIGURE 4. Pillar plate number recognition result  

IV. CONCLUSION  

We propose a novel framework and solution for high-speed railway localization auxiliary for the CHR 

intelligence monitoring system, furthermore, it promotes the high-speed railway intelligent management greatly. 

Monitoring data analysis is greatly helpful to intelligent high-speed operation management. Pillar plate location and 

number recognition methods based on YOLO-toc model show excellent properties such as real-time, high-accuracy 

and robustness. In the future work, we still need more research on high-speed railway monitoring system, such as 

the connections between the frames before and after the current frame which called sequence learning.  
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